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SOME RECENT ADVANCES IN PHOTOGRAPHY. 

The Lecturer was introduced by Prof. EIWIN J. HOUSTON, as 
follows : 

It is unnecessary at the present stage of the world’s progress to 
insist on the advantages of photography. We are fortunate in 
having with us this evening as a lecturer, on 6‘ Some Recent 
Advances in Photography,” one who is himself a pioneer in this 
department of applied science. I allude to Mr. FREDERIC E. IVES, a 
distinguished inventor in the field of photo-mechanical engraving, 
by which the production of type-printing plates directly from 
nature is made possible, and who was the first to devise and employ 
a practical process for obtainipg accurate monochrome photo- 
graphs of objects in all colors, or, as these pictures are styled, iso- 
chromatic photographs. 
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Mr. Ivt,-'s then spoke as follows: 

] 'here is so much to be said on tim subject of recent advances 
in photography, that it would take several lectures to cover the 
ground fairly well ; I have therefore engaged only to speak of s o m e  

recent advances in photography,  and shall devote most of my time 
to those branches with which I am most familiar. 

The most important recent advances in photography are the 
rapid gelatine bromide dry  plate process, the isochromatic or color- 
sensitive processes, film photography, and the platinum and bro- 
mide paper printing processes--all  of which have come into use 
within ten years past. The same period has also witnessed great 
advances in the applications of photography to the printing press, 
including the first commercially successful production of type- 
printing plates direct from ordinary photographic negatives. 

THI£ DRY P LATE PROCESS, 

The modern rapid gelatine bromide dry plate differs from the 
old wet collodion plate in being from ten to IOO times more sen- 
sitive, and in keeping ibr years before exposure or development. 
The increase of sensitiveness is valuable for many purposes--  
especially for making photographs of rapidly-moving bodies and 
objects that are dimly lighted ; their keeping qualities render them 
useful for a great variety of purposes for which wet collodion plates 
are unsuitable. Because of these advantages, the introduction o[ 
this process has very greatly extended the application of photog- 
raphy, which is now largely employed by scientists in the pur- 
suit of their investigations, by artists to assist them in their labors, 
by Iravellers to secure souvenirs of their journeys, and by thousands 
of people of both sexes, young and old, in the pursuit of pleasure. 

The first successful gelatine bromide dry plates were made by 
Dr. Maddox, an amateur photographer,  in England, in I87r ; and 
the first gelatine emulsion commercially produced was advertised 
for sale by Mr. Burgess, in 1873- These emulsions were not remark- 
ably sensitive, al though somewhat more so than wet collodion 
plates. It was not until ~878 that Mr. Bennett, another amateur 
photographer, discovered that an emulsion of extraordinary sensi- 
tiveness could be produced by prolonged digestion at  32 ° C. In 
that year many expe.imentalists produced plates that  were prob- 
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ably equal in every respect to the best commercial dry plates of 
to-day. 

It took several years to convince practical photographers gener- 
ally of the superiority of the gelatine dry plate method, but it has 
now superseded the collodion process for nearly all purposes, and 
thousands of important photographs have been made by it that 
would never have been made by the older method. The list 
includes photographic maps of the heavens, photographs of star 
and solar spectra a hundred times more perfect than could be pro- 
duced on wet collodion plates, photographs of lightning flashes, 
balloon photographs, photographs of animals in motion and birds 
on the wing, etc. 

One of the most popular applications of this process by ama- 
teurs is in the production of instantaneous pictures, by daylight 
with the so-called detective camera, and at night by the magnesiumo 
flash light. 

FILM P H O T O G R A P H Y ,  

Film photography is a method of producing the rapid gelatine 
bromide process negatives on paper instead of glass. This method 
offers the important advantage that, as the support for the sensitive 
film is extremely light and flexible, it can be used from a roll, 
and a great many exposures made upon the contents of a single 
roll holder. After development, the film negatives can be stripped 
from the paper support, preserved between the leaves of books 
and printed from as well and as quickly as glass negatives. This 
method is most useful to travellers, but is not likely to be adopted 
to any extent for home work. Lantern slides have also been 
made on these films, and a hundred of them may be carried in a 
pocket without inconvenience. 

T H E  G E L A T I N E  BROMIDE PRINTING PROCESS.  

"I'he gelatine bromide p,inting process is an application of the 
gelatine bromide process to the production of positive prints by 
development. Suitable paper is coated with the gelatine bromide 
cmulsion, and the development of the picture is effected with 
ferrous oxalate. The extreme sensitiveness of this paper makes 
it the easiest method we have for producing large prints from 
small negatives. The prints have a neutral tone that is pleasing 
and artistic. 
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"file PLATINUM PRINTING I'I,~OCESS. 

The platinum printing process gives about  the same effects  as 
the bromide paper  process, and is cheaper, but  can be e m p l o y e d  

on ly  for contact printing, or with the solar camera.  

[ S O C ~ . R O M A T I C  P f t O T O G  l~.At'tt ','. 

Next  in importance to the rapid gelatine dry plate process ,  is 
t he  isochromatic, or color-sensitive process. Ordinary p h o t o g r a p h i c  
sensitive plates are comparat ively insensitive to the green,  and 
still more so to the yellow and red of the spectrum, so tha t  those  
colors photograph much too dark, while blue and violet p h o t o -  
graph  too light. By means of plates made sensitive to the g reen ,  
yellow and red rays, and employed in conjunction with l ight  filters 
of colored glass, this defect may  be corrected. Many  p a i n t i n g s  
and art  objects that could not be photographed successfully in the  
ordinary way because of their colors, are now reproduced in a m o s t  
satisfactor 7 manner by this method,  which is variously k n o w n  as 
the isochromatic, orthochromatic,  and color-sensitive, or c o r r e c t -  
color-tone process. Bromide of silver is made  sensitive to  the  
green, yellow and red rays, by  t reatment  with certain o r g a n i c  
compounds,  such as chlorophyl,  cyanine, cosine, etc. 

Dr. H. W. Vogel,  of Berlin, was the first to d iscover  tha t  
bromide of silver can be made sensitive to color in this m a n n e r .  
In the course of some experiments  in spectrum p h o t o g r a p h y ,  he 
observed that  plates prepared by  a certain process showed re la-  
t ively more green sensitiveness than ordinary collodion ba th  p la tes ,  
and at once set to work to discover the cause. I t  appeared  t h a t  it 
migh t  be due to the color of the film, which was reddish, a n d  he 
tried the effect of dyeing the fihn, hoping tha t  the l ight  a b s o r b e d  
and held in the fihn by  the dye would be forced to act  u p o n  the  
sensitive salt. I t  would be contrary to all known physical  l aws  for 
the  mere coloration of a sensitive fihn to produce this resul t ,  bu t  
I)r. Vogel  found that  certain dyes did, in some way, p roduce  co lor -  
sei~sitiveness, and he went so far as to produce, in his l a b o r a t o r y ,  a 
photograph  of a blue ribbon on a yellow background,  in wh ich  the  
ribbon came out darker  than the background.  His effort t o  p rove  
a false theory led to an important  scientific discovery. H i s  p la t e s  
were not, however, sufficiently sensitive to color to have  a n y  corn- 
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mercial value, having, indeed, far less absolute color sensitiveness 
than the ordinary uncolored rapid gelatine dry plate of to-day; 
nor was the sensitiveness distributed throughout the lower portion 
of the spectrum, as it must be, in order to permit of the photo- 
graphing of all colors correctly at one time. 

Becquerel and Waterhouse,  who soon after confirmed Dr. 
Vogel's results, each discovered a new and better color- 
sensitizer. Becquerel, in I875, announced that  by means of chlo- 
rophyl he had made plates fi'om one-tenth to one-fifth as sensitive 
to the deep red of the prismatic spectrum as to the violet. Water- 
house, in I876 , announced that he had obtained strong yellow- 
green sensitiveness with cosine ; he also made photographs of col- 
ored objects on the cosine plates, but as he employed no light 
fi}ter, the blue and violet rays still did nearly all the work, and he 
reported the experiment a failure. Ducos du Hauron, of Paris, 
made some use of both chlorophyl and eosine in experiments in 
heliochromy in 1876-77 , but did not try to produce correct mono- 
chrome photographs of colors. 

The first correct-color-tone photographs of objects in all colors 
were made by myself in the laboratory of Cornell University, in 
the summer of 1878. They were made with collodion bromide 
emulsion plates, sensitized with myrtle-chlorophyl and an infusion 
of tea, and exposed through a light yellow medium. These plates 
were from twenty-five to fifty times more red-sensitive than those 
of Becquerel, and had also relatively sufficient sensitiveness to all 
other colors. I published the method in I879, but nobody tried 
it. Several years after, similar processes were announced in 
Europe, and, in I886, the FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, after a careful 
investigation, endorsed my claim to priority. Measured by results 
only, this original process leaves nothing to be desired, except the 
colors themselves, and is not equalled by any o therye t  discovered. 
It is the o~@ process that  will photograph the deep red pigments 
successfully,--but it is a comparativ.ely troublesome and delicate 
process to operate, and i'~ sueeessftil only in a bright light, and wittt 
chIorophyl obtained from certain kinds of leaves. It is also impos- 
sible to keep chlorophyl without considerable loss of sensitiveness, 
and it has never been employed successfully with gelatine dry 
plates. After several years of experiment, erythrosine and cyanine 
have been generally adopted, because they can be successfully 
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enlployed with Kelatine dry plates, which are Ear more convenient 
to  use than collodion emulsion, and also more sensitive. 

In order to show the characteristic action of the most remark- 
able  color-sensitizcrs, I have made photographs of the prismatic 
solar  spectrum on plates prepared as follows: 

(~) Plain collodion bromide emulsion. 5hou, s, with short 
exposure,  no action in or below the green. 

(2) Collodion emulsion, with erythrosine. Shows, , '  l,v I t 1~ same 
exposure,  enormous action h} the yellow, a great deal {,1 the green, 
and  nozm whatever in the red. This is the ~nost powerful yellow- 
sensitizer known. 

(3) ColkMion emulsion with cyanine. Shows, withsame exposure, 
s t rong action in the orange-red and yellow none in the green, and 
n o n c i n  the deep red. This is the best red-sensitizer yet  dis- 
covered for gelatine dry plates. 

(4) Collodion emulsion, with year and a half old clfiorophyl, 
which had beeu preserved by adding zinc powder to the aieoholic 
solution. Although the chlorophyl  has lost two-thirds of its 
original sensitiveness to red and green, it is still superior to c ~ , , a -  

nine, both  in extent  and intensi ty  of action, but  has the disadvan- 
tage that it would have tS.ited with a gelatine dry plate.* 

Cyanhm-erythrosine gelatine dry plates, al though they do not 
compare at all favorably, with chlorophyl collodion plates Jn yeh~Iive 
color-sc~sitiveness, have grea ter  a/~seluZe sensitiveness for alt colors 
except  deep red ; and because of their greater g,,;enerat sensitiveness, 
easy prc'paration and keeping qualities, they ha~,e .~reater com- 
mercial value. The average photographer  very much prei?rs good 
results 1,v an easy process to bet ter  results by a more troublesome 
O l l e .  

It is also a lamentaMe fact that the number of photographers 
who bavc any scientific knowled,q-e of this subject is exceedingly 
small, and much that is being said and published about it i:~ either 
false or misleading 

In July, I886, the Chairman of a I .ondon plmtographic society, 
wlm pretended to have tried the or thochromatieprocesses ,  said 
hc had t~ever seen a photo.qraph in whictl blue came o~at darker  

:: s/i,,cc detive~ing this lecture, I hav'c discovered a simpie ~ct ccrtab~ 
method of producing s{rongly color-sensitive gelatine bromide plates by 
me:ms of chlorophyl. This method will bc pub(islned soon. 
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than yellow. In December ,  of the same year, a well-known pho- 
tographer said, at a meeting of the Photographic Society of Great 
Britain, that he believed or thochromatic  photography  to be a 
delusion ; he added that he had not tried it, " nor did he intend to 
d o  SO. '*  

Within three months  past, a writer, having made some photo- 
graphs on ordinary plates, exposed through a simple yellow color- 
screen, announced that " the or thochromatic  processes"  do not 
succeed in making red or orange photograph lighter than blue, 
but make the color defect somewhat less conspicuous ! The author 
of "A  History of Photography,  written as a practical guide and an 
in?roductiol~ to i/s/arcs/dcvcl@Jne~zts," published within six" months 
past, ignores the subject altogether. Others go to the opposite 
extreme, and speak of color-sensitive gelatine dry plates that  ,' can 
be used without the color-screen," which is of course true, because 
aJdv plate can be so used, but is, nevertheless, a very misleading 
statement when made in this connection. 

The scientific and practical value of these methods has been 
sufficiently proved, and it is clear to me that the bet ter  they are 
known, the more extensive will be their  employment  for many 
purposes. 

PIIOTO*MEC[IANICAL ENGRAVING. 

The earliest exper imenters  in photography  recognized the 
desirability of a photographic  method of producing type blocks 
from nature, and the subject received a great deal of earnest atten- 
tion for a long t ime beti)re any  successful method was realized. 
The chief problem that  had to be solved was the automatic  trans- 
lation of the graduated tints or shades of the photograph into pure 
line or stipple. A great  w~riety of methods were tried, and a few 
good examples produced fiom time to time ; but no mechanically 
accurate or reliable method was ever suggested previous to 1878. 
In August, of that  year, Chas. Petit, of Paris, and myself, then at 
Cornell University, recognized, almost at the same moment ,  the 
principle upon which the first successful method was based. We 
did not, however, apply the principle in the same manner,  and 
Petit's process was not commercial ly successful. 

>: On tha t  occas ion  Mr. T h o m a s  Bolas r e m a r k e d ,  tha t  " un le s s  t h e r e  was  
a gtat~d consp i r acy  a m o n g  e m i n e n t  m e n  in the  scientific wor ld  to tell  l ies, 

there  To,as s o m e t h i n g  in o r t h o c h r o m a t i c  p h o t o g r a p h y . "  
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' I 'HE IVE:-; I>I((}CI:,~. 

The Ires  process was introduced conmmrcially in this city early 
in I88t.  It has been dcscril>cd a great many times in book and 
magazine put)lications, and is now very well known. The inven- 
tion is not, primarily, a plate-making process, but a process of 
producin[4, by purely photo-nlechauical means, a substitute for tb.e 
hand-made pen or crayon drawings formerly required in the pro- 
duction of printinq blocl<s by the aid of photography.  "I'l,.e first 
operation is the production of a photographic relict, by a simple, 
well.known method, with bichromatized .~clatine. A tihn of 
bichromatizcd gelatine is firstcxposcd to light under the ordinary 
photographic negative, then placed in water, where it swells up 
into relief, highest where the negative was most intense, and lowest 
where it was most transparent. A cast in plaster is then made 
from this wet gelatine relief; it has a perfectly white surface, but 
is high where a photographic print from the negative would be 
black, lowe:" in the middle shades, and lowest in the whites. After 
the production of this relief cast, the process is purely mechanical 
and perfectly simple and scientific. An inked pad or fihn of elastic 
V-shaped lines or dots is pressed against the surface of the relief 
cast, until the lines or dots are completely flattened out where they 
meet the highest parts of the cast; when it is removed, there 
remains impressed upon the cast an ink picture having the appear- 
ance of an ordinary photograph, but made up of sharply defined 
lines and dots, which graduate in size like those of a wood engrav- 
i0g, and can be photo-engraved exactly like a pen or crayon 
drawing, or transferred to zinc or copper and etched into relief. I 
have some of the relief casts here, one of them bearing the ink 
stipple impression. The operation of producing the impression 
is, as you see, extremely simple, and the result is wonderful. The 
elastic lines of the printing pad being V-shaped, secure mechanically 
accurate graduation from deep shadows to extreme high lights. 
and the general effect can be greatly modified at will by changing 
the pattern of lines and clots. The  best results are secured by the 
employment  of a special elastic compound, aim special ink, the 
composition of which has not been published. 

Petit, whose original specification dates the same week as my 
own, blackened the surface of a white photographic relief, and cut 
in white lines, with a V-shaped tool, on a planing machine. Altlumgh 
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the principle is substantial ly the same, the processes are perfectly 
distinct, and Petit 's was a practical failure. 

For more than a year,  the Ives process was the only one in 
successful commercial  operation in the world. Its first rival was a 
method introduced by Meisenbach, in Munich, in the latter part  of  
the year 1882. 

TIlE MEISENB,.\CII PROCESS. 

In this method, the photographic  relief is not required, and the 
definite negative is made, at one operation, from a photographic 
positive on glass, like the well-known window transparencies. In 
order to accomplish this, a glass plate, bearing a tint consisting of 
fine lines cut through an opaque film, is placed between the posi- 
tive and the sensitive plate, to cut the  picture up into lines. So 
far, there is nothing new in the method, and if it were not more 
than this, it would be utterly unscientific and practically worthless. 
To illustrate this fact, I have made a photograph of such a posi- 
tive through such a ruled tint on a large scale, which I will show 
on the screen. I t  will be seen that the result i s a  mere skeleton 
of the picture ; half of the detail is lost, and that which remains 
appears in lines that  do not graduate in size, like those of a wood 
engraving, but only in color, like a photograph. I t  would be  
impossible to make a good printing plate from such a negative. 
It is essential that  this interposer, technically known as a " grat- 
ing," shall not only divide the picture into lines, but  also cause 
those lines to graduate  in size as well as in color, and that it shall 
do all this without completely obscuring any detail of the positive 
picture. There are several ways in which this can be accomplished 
in a strictly accurate, scientific manner,  and one of these is sug- 
gested, though not fairly described, in Meisenbach's patent specifi- 
cation. He  makes only two disthlct claims, neither of which was 
sufficiently novel or specific to be allowed in the U. S. Patent 
0ftice. The first is merely  a device for securing, with this method, 
the pattern of black cross lines in the shadows and white cross 
lines in tile lights, which was already a recognized characteristic of 
the Ives process plates ; the second is his means for securing the 
necessary graduation in the size of the lines. It  is of interest to 
note that this last claim, which alone suggests  the true inwardness 
of Meisenbach's method,  has been generally omit ted from printed 
descriptions of the p roces s - -p robab ly  because its significance was 
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not suspected. It  consists of merely giving to the " grat ing " a very 
slight movement,  at right angles to the direction of the lines 
during the exposure. This  operation can be so conducted that 
the result will be as if each line of the " g r a t i n g "  graduated in 
color from centre to edge. Without  taking tile trouble to demon- 
strate the fact, I will state that in a negative made under these 
conditions, the lines will be graduated ill size as well as in color, 
being thinnest where they are narrowest, and stronger  at the centre 
than at the edges. It is possible to produce a " g r a t i ng"  that will 
give this result directly, without the movement ,  by molding in pig- 
mented gtelatine upon plate glass fl'om a type metal  plate ruled in 
V-shaped lines; the printing fihn employed in the Ives process 
becomes a most perfect " grating " of this character if soaked in a 
suitable solution of dyestuff and then dried. Ano the r  method, 
which requires no movement ,  is to employ a " grat ,n~ having 
very narrow transparent  lines, place it at  some distance from the 
positive picture, and use a lens diaphragm having a diamond- 
shaped aperture. There  are still other methods equally as good 
or better. It  will be seen that in each of these cases we have 
really another application of the V-shape principle that  had already 
been recognized and applied in a very different manner  by Petit 
and myself. But even with the most  perfect means for graduating 
the lines, this method will not succeed if we a t tempt  to make the 
definite negatives by  a dry-plate process, because the lines, which 
should graduate in size only, will naturally also graduate  in color. 
They  can be made to approximate  to the required character only 
by  employing the collodion and silver-bath process for making 
the negatives, and taking care to keep the silver bath in a peculiar 
condition, which favors the development  of a coarse-grained, 
intense, superficial image that intensifies readily up to the extreme 

edge of each dot or line. 
A microscopic examination of negatives produced by the two 

methods I have described shows a very striking diffkrence in the 
appearance of the lines ; those in the I r e s  negative are perfectly 
sharp and smooth, while those in the Meisenbach negative are 
grainy and rough, especially in the parts that  represent the 
shadows of the photograph.  But this defect in the  "g ra t ing"  
process does ,lot prevent the production of good printing plates, 
anti the Meisenbach process has been very successful in Europe, 
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where it has been operated under the personal supervision o~ 
Meisenbach himself. Its most marked defect is a tendency to 
produce muddy shadows, and considerable loss of color in the 
middle shades of the picture. The plates also require consider- 
able fixing up, which is done very skilfully by burnishing, roulet- 
ring and re-etching. Considerable hand-work is also usually done 
upon the ~lass positive, to emphasize outlines, faint details, etc. 
The process itself is cheap enough to admit of the employment 
of skilled ]mud labor to help it out in this way, but many publish- 
ors decidedly prefer purely photo-mechanical work, which cannot 
distort outlines and change expressions. 

There are new and better " grating " processes now in operation, 
perfectly distinct from that of Meisenbach, and combining some of 
the merits of each of the older methods, but  they have not been 
published. Already these processes, none of which were in 
operation seven years ago, replace millions of dollars worth ol 
wood engraving annually. In a single establishment in our own city, 
3,000 of these plates were made during the past year, and hundreds 
of them have appeared in our illustrated magazines. I have pre- 
pared one frame of pictures to illustrate how perfectly these plates 
may be made to replace wood engravings. Eight pages have been 
taken from lJ-a~'per's J'[(~ffa,~i,ze, four containing wood engravings 
and four Ives process plates of similar subjects. Three wood engrav- 
ings are from artists' brush drawings, and three process plates are 
fl'om similar drawings by the same artists. One wood engraving 
is from a photograph from nature, and one process plate is from a 
similar photograph made by the same pho,tographer. The general 
effect is the same, and it is admitted by critics that  the process 
plates, which only cost about  one-third as much as the wood 
m~gravings, a r equ i t eequa l to  them in quality. The process plates 
here shown were finished without retouching of any k indmthey  
are what we call " p u r e  process work." But it must be confessed 
that many plates made by the same process are not as satisfactory 
as these, because the copy supplied, brush, drawing or photograph, 
is not so suitable for photo-copying. 

There is one other  kind o~" photography, which has never been 
successflflly realized, but which I shall say something about, 
because I have to announce what I believe to be a definite and 
imporiant step it,. advance. I refer to photography in colors. 
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m,:MoCH t~ O.~I V. 

There  are two distinct methods of making color photographs ,  
in which the distribution of color is regulated by photographic  
action of the light itself. In one of these methods, the colors are 
produced directly by the action of light upon a peculiar silver 
compound ; in the other, no colors are produced, but the action of 
light upon color-sensitive plates is made to regulate the distribu- 
tion and combination of colors which constitute the final picture. 
Both of these methods have been made to produce pictures in 
which the blues, greens, yellows and reds of an object were repre- 
sented in a general way by  biues, greens, yellows and reds. 

The  first recorded observations on the photographing  of colors 
by the first method, were made by Dr. Seebeck, of Jena, in IgIO-- 
twenty-nine years before tile discovery of the Daguer reo type  pro-  
cess. A brief translation that has been published, reads as fol- 
lows:  " When  I directed the spectrum of a faultless prism (so 
placed that the incident angle of the front  became equal to the: 

re f rac t ing  angle of the back) on white chloride of silver spread 
upon paper and still wet, through an opening of about  five to six 
lines in the shutter, and to the distance w h e r e t h c  yel low.just  
meets with blue, and kept  it bv  a proper  a r rangement  in th is  
position from fifteen to twenty minutes, I found that  chloride of  
silver changed as follows : I t  had become red-brown in the violet  
(occasionally more violet,at  other t imes more blue), and this colors-  
tion reached also beyond the line of tile violet designated before, 
but was not deeper than in the violet. In the blue of the spectrum 
the chloride of silver became true blue, and this color decreasing 
and gradually get t ing lighter, extended into the green. In the  
yellow I found the chloride of silver mostly unchanged ; sometimes 
it appeared to me more yellow than before ; however,  in the red, 
and often a little beyond the red, it had taken the red of a rose." 
Sir John Herschel,  in August ,  1839, alluding to results obtained in 
substantially the same manner,  said : " The red is tolerably vivid, 
but is rather of a brick color than a pure prismatic redl "the 
green is of a sombre metallic hue, the blue still more so, and 
rapidly passing into blackness. The  yellow is deficient." Edmond 
Becquerel, in 1848, Neipce de St. Victor, in I85t ,  Poitevin, in 
I865, and St. Florent,  in I873, made some advances upon this 
method, but  the results obtained have never had any practical 
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value. The  process is so insensitive as to require hours of expo- 
sure in order to secure camera pictures of objects illuminated by 
direct sunlight, and the colors obtained, which are neither correct 
nor sufficiently brilliant, cannot be fixed. The researches of M. 
Carey Lea, of this city, appear to have thrown some further light 
upon this subject, but have uot yet helped to the production of any 
better results. Most people who are interested in this subject 
expect the problem to be solved by a method of this character ; a 
few, including myself, do not. 

Permanent and far more brilliant pictures have been made by 
the second method I have mentioned, which was originally sug- 
gested by Henry  Collen, of England, in I865, as follows : 

" It occurred to me this morning that if substances were dis- 
~:overed sensitive only to the primary c o l o r s , t h a t  is, one substance 
to each color, it would be possible to obtain photographs with the 
tints as in nature by some such means as the following : 

"Obtain a negative sensitive to the blue rays only ; obtain a 
second negative sensitive to the red rays only;  and a third sen- 
sitive to the yellow rays only. 

"The re  will thus have been three plates obtained for printing 
in colors, and each plate having extracted all its own peculiar color 
from every part of the subiect in which it has been combined with 
the other two colors, and being in a certain degree analogous to 
the tones used in chromo-li thography.  Now it is evident that if 
a surface be prepared for a positive picture, sensitive to yellow 
rays only, and that  the two negatives, sensitive only to blue and red, 
be superimposed either on the other, and be laid on this surface, 
the action of light will be to give all the yellow existing in the sub- 
]ect, and if this process be repeated on other surfaces sensitive only 
to red or blue, respectively, there will have been produced three 
pictures of a colored object, each of which contains a primitive 
color reflected from that object. 

"Now, supposing the first great object achieved, viz., the dis- 
covery of substances or preparations, each having sensitiveness to 
each of the primary colors only, it will not be difficult to imagine 
that the negatives being received on the surface of a material quite 
transparent and ext remely  thin, and that being so obtained are 
used as above--, ' ,  e., each pair of superimposed negatives to obtain 
the color ol"the th i rd - - tha t  three positives w~ll be obtained, each 
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represent ing  a considerable  port ion of the form of the object, but 
only one pr imary  of  the decomposed  color  of it. Now,  if these 
three positives be received on the same kind of material  as that 
used for the negatives,  and be then laid the one on the other, with 

true coincidence as to the form, and all laid upon a white suriace, 
it will not be difficult to imagine tha t  the  effect would be, not only 
the representat ion of the form of the object,  but  tha t  of its color 

also, in all its compounds .  

,, A l t h o u g h  the idea I have endeavored  to express  in words may 

be ut ter ly worthless,  I am unwilling to let it slip away  without 
notice, as it may, on the o ther  hand,  conta in  a ge rm which may 

g row and bear  fruit in due season." * 
Ducos  du I t auron ,  of Paris, appears  to have been the first to 

a t tempt  to realize a practical  process of this character .  The  theory 
of his me thod  is substant ia l ly  the same as tha t  of  Collen, but the 
details of his process were somewha t  simplified. Ins tead of trying 
to produce plates sensitive only to simple colors, he proposed to 
employ  plates sensitive to all colors,  and to filter the l ight  through 
suitable colored glasses, which a m oun t s  to the same thing. He 
also proposed to al low two colors to  act  upon e a c h  sensitive plate, 
instead of combin ing  two negat ives  for the  purpose  of producing 

each p igment  p r in t ;  the result would  be the Same. 
Now this me thod  of Collen and H a u r o n  is evident ly  based on 

Sir David  Brewster ' s  theory  of the  nature  of l ight ,  which is, that 
there  are on ly  three p r imary  colors,  and that  al l  the other  colors 
and shades of color in the spec t rum result  lrom the  combinat ion o[ 
these in different propor t ions .  I t  has been  clear ly established that 
this t heo ry  is false, and tha t  the color  of  no pa r t  of the  spectrum 
can be t ruly  reproduced by  the optical  combina t ion  of  other parts. 
On  the o ther  hand, it is t rue tha t  the eye  is r e a d i l y  deceived by 

~,: Collen was @men Victoria's teacher of drawing~ and was no~ a photog- 
rapher. Ills statement of his theory, if taken limrally, is not perfectly con- 
sistent ; he says "negative " when he means " sensit!ve plate," " ~;ensitive to 
yellow" when he means " producing a yel.low picture," etc., but hc makes 
i~is meaning sufficiently clear when he adds, in ofie place, that he wou]d 
employ " each pair of superimposed negatives to t~btain the color of the 
third." If he had taken more time ko formulate his iheory,he v,-o~id, dot~bt.. 
less, have stated it accurately. 
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such combinations, which may  therefore be regarded as more or 
less successful counterfeits of the true colors. The  painter who 
copies after nature does not a t t empt  to secure green pigments  
that will analyze like chlorophyl  in the  spectroscope, but is satis- 
fied to produce a color that  appears  the same to the eye, and 
readily does so. It  is really possible to successfully counterfeit all 
the colors of the spectrum by means of three transparent  solutions 
of seemingly pure color, separate and mixed in different propor-  
tions. A photographic  method that would accomplish this selec- 
tion and combinat ion of type colors automatically, and in such a 
scientific manner  as would invariably secure tile representation of 
each distinct spectrum color by a definite and suitable color mix- 
tuft, would, [ believe, be the nearest approach to accurate photog-  
raphy in colors that  we are likely ever to realize. Now it might  
appear, at first glance, tha t  Hauron ' s  process, a l though developed on 
a basis of false theory,  would secure such a result. I t  will not. 
Although Hauron ' s  description of his color-screens is not specific, 
from a scientific point of view, there is sufficient evidence that  his 
process was, at best, merely  calculated to divide the spectrum into 
three parts, each of which would be represented by one negative 
only, and by a single type  color in the final result;  a heliochrome 
of tile spectrum itself, made in this way, would therefore be noth- 
ing more than three strips of even color, abrupt ly joined together  
at tile edges, but combined in no other way. In practice, Hauron 
was very far from realizing even so much as this ; a heliochrome of 
the spectrum itself, made  by his latest and most  approved process 
(I879), would be black where it should be red, reddish-black or 
brown where it should be orange, and red where it should be 
yellow. Albert,  Bierstadt and others, who exper imented with this 
method, obtained bet ter  results than Hauron,  but all failed to 
realize a successful process. 

This method,  a l though it had to be abandoned as ut ter ly unre- 
liable, was found to reproduce many  pigment  colors very well 
indeed. This result was due to the fact that  all br ight  pigments  
reflect the light of two or more parts of the spectrum, and in some 
cases, by mere coincidence, in such proport ion as will secure for 
them approximate ly  correct repregentation by a process that  is 
incapable of producing a fair counterfeit of the spectrum. Inas- 
much, however, as we do sometimes have  to deal with nearly pure 
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colors, and the composition of the mi×ed colors is also infinitely 
varied, it is evident that a heliochromic process, in order to be 
successful, must  be capable of counterfeiting the spectrum itself, 

Such a process I have devised, and will now undertake to 
describe for the first time. As 1 have said, I reject the theory of 
three p r i m a r y  colors, recognizing the fact that  the color of each 
part  of the  spectrum is perfectly distinct from that  of every other 
par t ;  I do not a t tempt  the impossible feat of actually reproducing 
each ray of simple color, but I undertake to make each ray of 
simple color  select, in a definite manner,  and quite automatically, 
such a combinat ion  of type colors as will successfully counterfeit 

i t  to the eye. 
Before proceeding to describe the process, I will illustrate the 

difference tha t  may exist between true spectrum colors and very 
perfect counterfeits of the same. I will do this by  analyzing 
various b r igh t  colors with a projection spectroscope. It  will be 
seen that  aniline yellow, which counterfeits the yellow of the spec- 
trum, is real ly  a perfect mixture of all colors except  blue and 
violet. Anil ine green, which counterfeits the dark green of the 
spectrum,  is a mixture  of green, blue and deep red. Aniline 
violet, which counterfeits the violet of the spectrum, is as much 
blue and red as violet. I could show you a great many other 
equally s t r ik ing examples,  but these are sufficient to illustrate my 

remarks.  
In order  that  I may make tile theory of my  process cleat" in a 

few words, I will commence by  giving a list of the requisites for 
carrying it out, as follows: 

(I)  "Fransparent colored solutions, which counterfeit  three sim- 
ple spec t rum colors, and can be made to counterfeit all others by  
mixing in different proportions. I call these my " reproduction 
colors." 

(2) Photographic  plates sufficiently sensitive to all parts of the 
visible spect rum.  

(3) Means  for filtering out, in a strictly accurate manner,  such 
colored rays, and in such quanti ty or proportion, as may be 
required.* 

•Compound color-screens produced in the manner indicated in a com- 
munication published in this JOU::NAL, 1 ~ ,  12 3. 
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(4) A camera that will produce three negatives simultaneously, 
of exactly the same size, and from the same (or very nearly ,the 
same) point of view. 

(5) Means for producing, from the three negatives, pictures 
colored by the three solutions described above, and means for com- 
bining the three colored pictures. 

All of these things I have ; but to go into the details of their 
production would occupy too much time. My process, then, to 
be brief, consists of making three negatives, on color-sensitive 
plates, which are exposed simultaneously in a triple camera, 
behind light filters that are carefully adjusted to transmit to each 
plate just the kinds and amount  of light that will cause the result- 
ing negative to make a colored picture, which, when combined 
with the other two colored pictures produced in the same manner, 
will counterfeit the colors of the spectrum, or the colors and light 
and shade of any object. In order to accomplish this, each spec- 
trum color that is not counterfeited by any one reproduction color,  
must, of course, be represented by two negatives, in such a 
manner as will secure a definite and suitable combination of two 
reproduction colors in the final result. 

I believe I have made nay meaning clear, but will try to illus- 
trate by reference to a diagram of the spectrum. 

Sl)ectrtllll colors, 

l{eproduct ion colors, 
Ncgat iveq,  

A B C . . . . . . .  i 
[ 

1 2 3 
• 2 3 

If m /  reproduction colors z, 2 and 3 counterfeit the spectrum 
at A, B and C, the spectrum at A must be represented exclusively 
in negative No. ,~, the spectrum at £~ exclusively in negative .No. 2, 
and the spectrum at C exclusively in negative No. 3. Orange, 
occupying a position in the spectrum midway between A and B, 
is counterfeited by an equal mixture of reproduction colors z and 
2, and must therefore be equally represented in negatives z and 2," 
in the same way, green in negatives 2 and 5', and violet in nega- 
tives 3 an d I (you will observe that I propose to counterfeit violet 
by a mixture of blue and red). 0range-red must be represented 
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in negatives I and 2, but chiefly in 1: orange-yellow ill the same 

negatives, but chiefly in 2, and so on. 
All this can be acconlplished in a most  satisfactory' manner, by 

the  employment  of special compound color-screens, which are 
adjusted by experiment  upon tile spectrum itself, in the manner  
originally suggested by me in a communicat ion to the FJ<ANKLIN 
INswrrtJ'rF., in June. I886. It is true the amount  of labor involved 
in the adjustment of these color-screens is something enormous, 

but  when it is done, it is done for all time. 
The pictures may either be made in pigmented gelatine like 

Hauron 's ,  or ordinary lantern slides from the negatives may  be 
projected by means of a triple optical lantern and light of three 
colors. In the former method,  the process is complicated by the 
fact that the pigment  prints must  in each case be of a color con> 
plementary to that of the mixture  of color which produced tim 
negat ive;  in the latter method, each negative is represented by  
the reproduction color counterfeiting that which has been most  
active in its production. The latter method is the one I shall 

employ in demonstrat ing the process to you. 
Although I have gone far enough into this subject to convince 

you that  such a process must be a difficult one to reduce "Lo 
successful practical operation, I have not yet spoken of one of the 
most  serious difficulties that has been encountered ; I refer to the 
difficulty of producing sets of negatives which bear a certain 
essentia! relation to each other in the mat ter  of exposure, develop- 
ment  and intensity. No matter  how perfectly we may  reproduce 
br ight  colors spread out on flat surfaces, the process will fail when 
we come to deal with the light and shade of objects in relief, if any 
one of the negatives or positive prints is relatively over or under- 
exposed, or over or under-developed, or too intense, or too thin. In 
such a case, a yellow which reproduced perfectly in the light shades 
of the picture, might  appear orange, green or slate-colored in the 
shadows, or vice vcrs~, and other colors would be equally imper- 
fect. I find it necessary to prepare the three sensitive plates at 
the same time, with the same emulsion, and to develop them in the 
same developing solution, for the same length of time. Even with 
this precaution, the results are not perfect unless the sensitive 
plates are of a certain character, giving harmonious  graduation 

from extreme high light to deepest shadow. 
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Evidently a process may be perfectly correct in principle and 
yet depend for its success upon conditions so difficult to attain that 
it will fail in practice. I helieve that  this process, although essen- 
tially difficult, may nevertheless be so perfected that  it will not 
only counterfeit all the colors of Nature, but be practical and 
reliable in the hands of specialists who are properly instructed and 
equipped to operate it. If so, it will have very great value, even 
if applied only in the manner I Shall show you to-night, and for a 
single purpose, which will suggest itself. 

, 'The proof of the pudding is the eating." I have not yet 
proved the value of this process. Although I commenced work On 
it nearly eleven years ago, I have made only half a dozen full 
regular sets of negatives, and most of those were destroyed by fire 
at 7 I5 Arch Street two years ago. My recent experiments have 
been devoted to perfecting certain details only. The single example 
that I shall show you to-night is my first and only a t tempt  at a 
landscape, made more than six years ago, with comparatively crude 
apparatus and imperfect adjustment of color-screens. It is, how- 
ever, a very remarkable picture, with colors scarcely less brilliant 
than they would appear on the ground glass of a camera, and sub- 
stantially correct to the eye in ever}' shade and detail. 

I hope some time to be able to show hundreds of such pictures, 

all better than this one. 
This illustration suggests one of the easiest and most profitable 

of the many possible applications of the method, viz., the illustra- 
tion of popular lectures on travel, like those of Stoddard or Wilson. 
I feel sure the time is not far distant when that much, at least, will 

be successfully accomplished. 


